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“[The Mexican American Experience in Texas] serves as a thorough retelling of critical events that have shaped the cultural identity [of Mexican Americans] in Texas all the way back to the state’s earliest days.”

—TEXAS OBSERVER

“Martha Menchaca has done what no one has to date. In concise, cogent prose and analysis, she seamlessly synthesizes the vast historical literatures spanning the Spanish colonial period, Mexican era, and US conquest and incorporation, up through the present. Focusing on Texas Mexicans’ contributions to creating a more just world, The Mexican American Experience in Texas provides a fresh, foundational narrative that places Texas Mexicans at the center of Texas’s future.”

—RAÚL CORONADO, University of California, Berkeley, author of A World Not to Come: A History of Latino Writing and Print Culture
Before *Lawrence v. Texas*

*The Making of a Queer Social Movement*

BY WESLEY PHELPS

The grassroots queer activism and legal challenges that led to a landmark Supreme Court decision in favor of gay and lesbian equality.

RELEASE DATE FEBRUARY 2023

ISBN 978-1-4773-2232-1 | $45.00 hardcover

---

Civil Rights in Black and Brown

*Histories of Resistance and Struggle in Texas*

EDITED BY MAX KROCHMAL & J. TODD MOYE

Hundreds of stories of activists at the front lines of the intersecting African American and Mexican American liberation struggles.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2379-3 | $35.00 paperback
Winner of 2021 NACCS Book Award, 2021 Clotilde P. Garcia Tejano Book Prize, & 2021 Jim Parish Award for Documentation and Publication of Local and Regional History

Reading, Writing, and Revolution

*Escuelitas and the Emergence of a Mexican American Identity in Texas*

BY PHILIS BARRAGÁN GOETZ

The first book on the history of escuelitas, *Reading, Writing, and Revolution* examines the integral role these grassroots community schools played in shaping Mexican American identity.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2092-1 | $29.95 paperback

The Starting Line

*Latina/o Children, Texas Schools, and National Debates on Early Education*

BY ROBERT CROSNOE

A deeply researched work that sheds light on growing income inequality in Texas and how early education programs, particularly among low-income Latina/o populations, result in varying degrees of success and failure.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2238-3 | $45.00 hardcover

Borderlands Curanderos

*The Worlds of Santa Teresa Urrea and Don Pedrito Jaramillo*

BY JENNIFER KOSHATKA SEMAN

A historical exploration of the worlds and healing practices of two curanderos (faith healers) who attracted thousands, rallied their communities, and challenged institutional powers.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2192-8 | $29.95 paperback
Violence in the Hill Country

_The Texas Frontier in the Civil War Era_

BY NICHOLAS KEFAUVER ROLAND

An in-depth history of the Civil War in the Texas Hill Country that examines patterns of violence on the Texas frontier to illuminate white Americans’ cultural and political priorities in the nineteenth century.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2175-1 | $45.00 hardcover

---

Another Year Finds Me in Texas

_Winner of 2016 San Antonio Conservation Society Publication Awards_

_Another Year Finds Me in Texas_

_The Civil War Diary of Lucy Pier Stevens_

BY VICKI TONGATE

One of few women’s diaries from Civil War-era Texas and the only one written by a Northerner, this previously unpublished journal offers a unique perspective on daily life and the ties that transcended sectional loyalties during America’s most divisive conflict.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2467-7 | $29.95 paperback

---

Lone Star Vistas

_Lone Star Vistas_

_Travel Writing on Texas, 1821-1861_

BY ASTRID HAAS

In the early and mid-nineteenth century, travelers from Mexico, Germany, and the United States wrote vivid accounts of their experiences in Texas, helping to craft a lasting yet contested identity for the territory.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2260-4 | $45.00 hardcover
Last Gangster in Austin
*Frank Smith, Ronnie Earle, and the End of a Junkyard Mafia*
BY JESSE SUBLETT
A true-crime showdown that takes readers back to the grittier and weirder Austin of the 1970s.

Texas Place Names
BY EDWARD CALLARY & JEAN K. CALLARY
From Alice to Zephyr, this colorful compendium tells the story behind more than three thousand intriguing place names in Texas, revealing the turning points that put Dime Box, Shiner, and other distinctive appellations on the map.
ISBN 978-1-4773-2064-8 | $35.00 hardcover

Texas Takes Wing
*A Century of Flight in the Lone Star State*
BY BARBARA GANSON
This book celebrates the aviators, astronauts, airline executives, and other innovators who have made Texas an influential world leader in the aerospace industry over the past century.
ISBN 978-1-4773-2648-0 | $27.95 paperback
“In her sublime memoir *Hope and Hard Truth*, Mary Beth Rogers masterfully examines Texas politics through the highly compelling lens of her lifetime of activism and the paradigm-shifting work she did with Governor Ann Richards. Rogers’s deep dive into some of the hard truths of Texas politics remains not only astonishingly relevant today but provides precious glimmers of hope that the partisan madness currently tearing our country apart can be overcome. Her account of how she made peace with past battles offers profound insights for all of us trying to forge a more contemplative future.”

—SARAH BIRD, award-winning novelist and author of *A Love Letter to Texas Women*

“Player. Witness. Historian. Soothsayer. Mary Beth Rogers is a wise and talented woman whose uncanny intellectual rigor is accompanied by a warmth she has paid for in full. What emerges from *Hope and Hard Truth* is the humanity of Rogers, and the connections among the underpinning human drives and snares and glories threading through all the stories she tells. Stories that start at home.”

—HOLLAND TAYLOR, award-winning actress and playwright
The Republican Party of Texas
A Political History
BY WAYNE THORBURN
From Reconstruction to the twenty-first century, a former executive director of the Republican Party of Texas presents a comprehensive history of his party and its meandering path from limited local appeal to political dominance.
ISBN 978-1-4773-2251-2 | $35.00 hardcover

Barbara Jordan
Speaking the Truth with Eloquent Thunder
BY MAX SHERMAN
A volume of stirring speeches by former US congresswoman Barbara Jordan
A Good Long Drive
Fifty Years of Texas Country Reporter
By Bob Phillips
The true story of how a Dallas TV reporter accidentally spent his life sharing the stories of people no one has ever heard of on Texas Country Reporter, told by the show’s creator and host, Bob Phillips.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2401-1 | $27.95 hardcover

“[A Good Long Drive] recounts many memorable, unusual, and challenging tales...Phillips also recounts behind the scenes drama in the television industry, describes the people, places, and culture of Texas, and encourages us to see life's journey as a destination.”

—County Line Magazine,

“If you love Texas and all of its quirks, cool things and cool people, add this book to your collection.”

—Abilene Reporter-News
“From a Taller Tower traces the history of the American mass shooter — at Columbine, Sandy Hook, Parkland — without giving in to the notoriety that so many of them seek. With few exceptions, the murderers are never named. Instead, the book examines the beliefs many Americans hold onto about guns, mass shootings and mental illness, and confronts the circumstances that allow these catastrophes to continue.”

— NPR

“[From a Taller Tower] traces the history of the American mass shooter and the troubling ways we make sense of senseless violence . . . There’s a tragic timeliness to McGraw’s book.”

— INSIDE HOOK
Miró Rivera Architects

*Building a New Arcadia*

**BY JUAN MIRÓ & MIGUEL RIVERA**

The award-winning work of Miró Rivera Architects is explored through texts, drawings, and original photography; from the Circuit of the Americas to Vertical House, this richly illustrated book offers a unique approach to understanding architecture and urbanism in Texas and beyond.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2140-9 | $65.00 hardcover

Lake|Flato

*Nature, Place, Craft & Restraint*

**BY LAKE|FLATO ARCHITECTS**

Since 1984 Lake|Flato Architects has been winning awards for its unique buildings committed to sustainability, beauty, and community; this generously illustrated book presents the firm’s most striking creations.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2141-6 | $45.00 hardcover
Winner of 2020 Ron Tyler Award for Best Illustrated Book on Texas History and Culture & 2020 Good Brick Award, Preservation Houston

Improbable Metropolis
Houston’s Architectural and Urban History
BY BARRIE SCARDINO BRADLEY

Beautifully illustrated, Improbable Metropolis is one of the few books to use architecture and urban planning to explain the growth of a major world city, and the only one of its kind on Houston or any other city in Texas.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2019-8 | $45.00 hardcover
Plagues & Pencils
*A Year of Pandemic Sketches*
BY EDWARD CAREY
A remarkable collection of words and illustrations documenting the first year of the pandemic.

The Rob Roy Kelly American Wood Type Collection
*A History and Catalog*
BY DAVID SHIELDS
A beautifully illustrated exploration of the Rob Roy Kelly American Wood Type Collection.
ISBN 978-1-4773-2368-7 | $65.00 hardcover

Abecedario de Juárez
*An Illustrated Lexicon*
BY JULIÁN CARDONA & ALICE LEORA BRIGGS
Uses key words and striking images to explore violence and everyday life in Juárez, Mexico.
ISBN 978-1-4773-2407-3 | $35.00 hardcover
Winner of 2021 Charles Eldredge Award, National Museum of American Art

Michael Ray Charles
A Retrospective
BY CHERISE SMITH

Featuring more than one hundred-and-fifty color images, this is the first in-depth examination of the work of Michael Ray Charles, whose provocative paintings recast images of racism in consumer culture.

ISBN 978-1-4773-1917-8 | $60.00 hardcover

Far from Respectable
Dave Hickey and His Art
BY DANIEL OPPENHEIMER

The first book on the critic and essayist Dave Hickey, Far from Respectable examines the life and work of this controversial figure, whose writing changed the discourse around art and popular culture.


Ghostlight
BY KEITH CARTER

A collection of otherworldly photographs of Southern wetlands featuring an original ghost story.

RELEASE DATE SEPTEMBER 2023
ISBN 978-1-4773-2655-8 | $50.00 hardcover
“It is true that the legacy of DJ Screw can be heard echoing far beyond the regions of his most direct impact, but this is also a book richly steeped in Houston culture, Houston rap, and Houston’s impact during an era. It is expansive, impressive, and it keeps a legend here with us, long after he’s gone.”

—HANIF ABDURRAQIB

“[DJ Screw] delivers not just the story of one individual but the birth of a culture and the rise of a movement. We get to feel the excitement, pitfalls, rivalries and triumphs of a young scene coming into its own. . . [DJ Screw is] a deeply researched and carefully curated work, devoting as much consideration to Screw’s own story as it does to those he influenced and those who influenced him. . . Walker’s extensive knowledge of and, more important, his great respect for his subject come across on the page. . . [Walker’s] prose often has the rhythm and flow of poetry.”

—SANTI ELIJAH HOLLEY, WASHINGTON POST
“Like a scorching guitar solo emerging from the prettiest pop song, Kathy Valentine’s *All I Ever Wanted* blows away every other music memoir out there. In prose that is powerful and relatable and unsentimental and funny and scary, Valentine takes readers from the depths of a dark childhood to the electric heights of superstardom. It’s a stunning journey, masterfully told.”

—AUGUSTEN BURROUGHS, *New York Times* best-selling author of *Running with Scissors* and *Toil & Trouble*

“Valentine recounts in vivid detail the gloriously debauched path of the Go-Gos through early rock success. . . . [She] captures both the carefree bliss of being young, beautiful, rich and talented, and the darkness that such freedom can breed.”

—LOS ANGELES TIMES

“[An] excellent memoir. . . . As well as telling the enthralling saga of how the Go-Go’s got big through hard work, hard partying and great tunes, this is Valentine’s personal bout of forensics. Her arc has a candour, clarity and retrospective warmth born of sobriety and therapy. Valentine can write.”

—THE GUARDIAN
On the Porch

*Life and Music in Terlingua, Texas*

BY CHASE PEELER

Timely, wide-ranging, and exhaustively researched, *On the Porch* tells the surprising story of music in Terlingua, a tiny but remarkably musical border town in the remote desert of West Texas.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2364-9 | $27.95 hardcover

---

It Can Be This Way Always

*Images from the Kerrville Folk Festival*

BY DAVID JOHNSON

A graceful and searching photographic ode to the people of the Kerrville Folk Festival, who gather annually in the Texas Hill Country to celebrate music and live an idealistic combination of nonconformity and intentional community.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2344-1 | $35.00 hardcover
The Sports Revolution
*How Texas Changed the Culture of American Athletics*
**BY FRANK ANDRE GURIDY**

The story of Texas’s impact on American sports culture during the civil rights and second-wave feminist movements, this book offers a new understanding of sports and society in the state and the nation as a whole.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2183-6 | $29.95 hardcover

---

No Way but to Fight
*George Foreman and the Business of Boxing*
**BY ANDREW R. M. SMITH**

The first biography of the heavyweight boxing champion, preacher, and celebrity pitchman who fought his way out of urban poverty and through the venal world of prizefighting to make it in America.


---

Friday Night Lives
*Photos from the Town, the Team, and After*
**BY ROBERT CLARK**

Robert Clark returns to the photographs of the Permian Panthers he took thirty years ago for the iconic *Friday Night Lights*, with a selection of his previously unpublished photos plus portraits of the players and the community as they are today.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2119-5 | $45.00 hardcover
American Tacos
A History and Guide
by José R. Ralat
The first history of tacos developed in the United States, this book is the definitive survey that American taco lovers must have for their own taco explorations.

The Pecan
A History of America’s Native Nut
by James McWilliams
How the pecan has become a global commodity and endangered heirloom

Winner of 2020 International Latino Book Awards
The Man Who Wrote the Perfect Novel

*John Williams, Stoner, and the Writing Life*

BY CHARLES J. SHIELDS

This biography by the New York Times best-selling author of *Mockingbird: A Portrait of Harper Lee* traces the life of National Book Award-winning novelist John Williams, author of the cult classic novel *Stoner*.


---

Winner of 2022 Robert E. Howard Foundation Atlantean Award

**Renegades and Rogues**

*The Life and Legacy of Robert E. Howard*

BY TODD B. VICK

A comprehensive biography of Robert E. Howard, the enigmatic creator of Conan the Barbarian and progenitor of the sword and sorcery genre, who published hundreds of short stories and poems before taking his own life at the age of thirty.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2195-9 | $29.95 hardcover

---

**Leaving the Gay Place**

*Billy Lee Brammer and the Great Society*

BY TRACY DAUGHERTY

The award-winning author of *The Last Love Song: A Biography of Joan Didion* traces the cultural upheavals of mid-century America through the life of Billy Lee Brammer, author of the classic political novel *The Gay Place*.

ISBN 978-1-4773-1635-1 | $29.95 hardcover
The Educator’s Guide to Texas School Law
*Tenth Edition*
BY JIM WALSH & SARAH ORMAN

The standard legal resource for Texas educators.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2472-1 | $32.95 paperback

Sharpening the Legal Mind
*How to Think Like a Lawyer*
BY WILLIAM POWERS & JOHN DEIGH

An introduction to what every law student and practitioner needs to know about legal reasoning.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2641-1 | $29.95 hardcover
More City Than Water
*A Houston Flood Atlas*
EDITED BY LACY M. JOHNSON

Writers explore a city’s relationship with chronic catastrophic flooding.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2500-1 | $39.95 hardcover

A Thirsty Land
*The Fight for Water in Texas*
BY SEAMUS MCGRAW

*A Thirsty Land* chronicles Texans’ epic struggles over water, from San Antonio’s mission-era acequias to today’s debates in the face of climate change and population growth, with an eye toward innovative technologies and strategies for increasing the supply.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2244-4 | $18.95 paperback

Armadillos to Ziziphus
*A Naturalist in the Texas Hill Country*
BY DAVID M. HILLIS
FOREWORD BY HARRY W. GREENE

A charming and casual introduction to the ecology, biodiversity, and restoration of the Texas Hill Country from one of the state’s most celebrated naturalists.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2673-2 | $29.95 hardcover
Texas Bug Book
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly, Revised Edition
BY J. HOWARD GARRETT, C. MALCOLM BECK, & GWEN E. GAGE

Texas's top organic gardening experts help you identify and organically control all the most common beneficial and harmful bugs.


Texas Snakes
A Field Guide
BY MICHAEL FORSTNER

Featuring updates to the distribution maps, taxonomy, and checklist of Texas snakes, this fully illustrated field guide will help both novices and experts identify and appreciate the wide variety of snakes found in Texas.

ISBN 978-1-4773-2041-9 | $24.95 paperback

Mushrooms of the Gulf Coast States
A Field Guide to Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida
BY ALAN E. BESSETTE, ARLEEN BESSETTE, & DAVID LEWIS

The first book devoted to the nearly 1,400 mushroom species found in the five-state Gulf Coast region—with more than 650 color illustrations and dichotomous identification keys that will delight foragers, cooks, and scholars alike.

ISBN 978-1-4773-1815-7 | $39.95 paperback
The sheer beauty of Big Bend National Park, along the shores of the Rio Grande in west Texas, never fails to astonish. Yet what lies beneath this natural treasure may be even more extraordinary than what meets the eye. Hidden in the rocks of Big Bend are the remains of giants: toothy sea lizards, enormous flying reptiles, and dinosaurs.

**Images (L to R):** A fossil skull of the alligator ancestor *Deinosuchus* (top) beside the much smaller skull of a modern alligator. | *Mammuthus columbi*, with ever-growing spiral tusks. These were the last mammoths to go extinct.
Enjoy 30% off and free domestic shipping on your book order with discount code **UTXTEXAS**.

Discount is valid 1/1/2023–5/31/2023.*

To order by phone, please call Chicago Distribution Center at (800) 621-2736.

To order online, please visit utpress.utexas.edu and use discount code **UTXTEXAS** during checkout.

For information on journal subscriptions, please visit us at utpress.utexas.edu/journals.

For course adoption consideration, please visit us at utpress.utexas.edu/educators.

*This 30% and free domestic shipping offer expires on 5/31/2023 and is valid for the purchase of books only.
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<td>A Thirsty Land</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Armadillos to Ziziphus</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Texas Bug Book</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Texas Snakes</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Mushrooms of the Gulf Coast States</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Dinosaurs and Ancient Animals of Big Bend</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>